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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
1. Abstract 
Power switches used in automotive or industrial appHcations require various protection 
mechansims to enable them to withstand harsh environments. Presented is an 0.3-0hm 
Smart Low-Side Driver for automotive or industrial applications, it implements various fault 
protection and reporting functions, namely, Analog Current Limit; Short-Circuit Detection; 
Current Limit Shutdown with Automatic-Retry; Over Voltage Protection; Hot-Open-Load 
Detection and Cold-Open-Load Detection. 
Analog Current Limit regulates output current at preset level when short-circuit condition 
occurs, where short-circuit condition is defined as output current is higher than the preset 
level. Besides handling static short condition that short-circuit has been occurring when the 
switch is being tumed O N , presented circuit also provides fast current regulation response 
time if abrupt short-circuit happens while the switch is being fully enhanced. Short-Circuit 
Detection allows digital signal output to signify extemal M C U whenever short-circuit condi-
tion occurs. As Current Limit Shutdown is enabled, whenever short-circuit condition occurs, 
the power switch is shutdown instead of in current regulation mode, and the Short-Circuit 
Detection output will stay H I G H until the switch is instructed, to be O F F by M C U . If Auto-
matic-Retry is enabled together with Current-Limit shutdown, the power switch is re-acti-
vated after current limit shutdown happened for certain period of time which is set 
intemally. Hot-Open-Load Detection allows digital signal output to signify external M C U 
whenever the output is open during O N period. Cold-Open-Load Detection allows digital 
signal output to signify external M C U whenever the output is open during O F F period. With 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
2. Introduction 
Nowadays, majority of vehicles are equipped with electronic controls for the engine, trans-
mission, mirrors, windows and so on. This makes electronics becoming more and more crit-
ical in automotive systems. For example, in engine control system，electronics are built in 
extensively, as shown in the Fig. 1: 
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Fig. 1 Engine Control Block Diagram [1] 
As shown in Fig. 1，electronic engine control systems consist of sensing devices that contin-
uously measure the operating conditions of the engine. The electronic control unit then eval-
uates the sensor inputs using data tables and calculations to determine the output to 
actuating devices. The benefit of using an electronic control system is that you provide 
increased accuracy and adaptability in order to minimize exhaust emissions and fuel con-
sumption while providing optimum driveabiUty. The engine computer controls bodi fuel 
mixture and spark timing, and requires a microcontroller with high accuracy and fast 
throughput. After having a general overview of how electronics are implemented in car sys-
tem, we zoom in to fuel injection sub-system to see how electronics do the job. 
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Fig. 2 Fuel Injection System [2] 
Electronic fuel injection offers precise control of the air/fuel mixture and experienced 
widescale implementation in the 1990s. Computer control of both fuel and spark is now 
commonplace. 
Typical fuel injectors consist of a spray nozzle and a solenoid-operated plunger. W h e n the 
plunger is energized，fuel sprays into the intake manifold. 
Throttle-body fuel injection feeds more than one cylinder，and relies on the intake manifold 
to distribute the fueI/air mixture to the intake valves. Most fuel injection systems now use 
multi-point or sequential fuel injection, with one fuel injector near the intake valve (or 
valves) of each cylinder. 
The cost/performance ratio of the fuel injector system has been improved by higher integra-
tion of the fuel injector driver which adds sensing elements for engine control diagnostics to 
the solenoid power stage. Since the fuel injector is controlled by electronic signals from the 
engine control computer, the best air/fuel mixture can be achieved that will minimize 
exhaust emissions while still retaining high engine perfonnance. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
The next generation of fuel injector drivers will include direct injection. Direct injection will 
require more powerful solenoids, since the fuel must be sprayed under high pressure. Direct 
injection is reported to offer better fuel mileage and reduced emissions. One advanced con-
cept may be to combine the ignition coil-on-plug and a direct fuel inject into one unit. This 
could simplify the assembly of the engine, since less individual pieces would be used. Fig. 3 
is the block diagram of electronic fuel system. 
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Fig. 3 Electronic Fuel System Block Diagram [3] 
會 
Fig.3 shows a typical case of automotive electronics which is playing the three key roles: 
Sensing, Interfacing and Actuating. Each of these function puts unique requirements to elec-
tronic circuits. For Sensing, it needs precise analog functions; For Interfacing, it needs com-
patible digital signaling to the main computer, nowadays, it is C M O S ; For Actuating, in 
many instances, it needs to control high current, for example in the fuel injection systemjust 
mentioned, power driver is needed as actuator to drive heavy duty coils. 
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Fig. 4 Function to Technology Mapping in Electronics 
A mapping of sub-system functions to technology is shown as Fig.4. In the mean time of the 
evolution ofelectronic circuits, each of these functions was implemented by discrete transis-
tors which made the circuit very buDcy. At the next stage，solid-state integrated circuit was 
invented, the sub-system could be realised on PCB with each function implemented by sev-
eral monofunctional monolithic ICs. And，the existing mature solution is to integrate the 
4 
function solely in one IC which is fabricated by the optimum technology. But, as a trend and 
actuaUy is happening, the rigorous competition between IC manufacturers enforces Oie 
going down ofprice thus flavours more integration. Therefore, we have "Smart Power". 
> 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
Smart Power or Intelligent Power is a family of monoUthic integrated circuits which include 
both digital circuits and components capable of delivering a significant amount of power to a 
load. For achieving these, the technology should consists of several device categories to pro-
vide the implementation of precise analog functions，intensive digital signaHng and power 
driving function into a monoUthic silicon. 
In the application of Smart Power in automotive IC, one generic example is the circuit in 
Fig. 3. It is actually a low-side coil driver which accepts digital commands to control the 
low-side power driver's ON/OFF to charge or discharge the coil. For this IC operating in Oie 
harsh environment of vehicle, fault detection is not just value-added but essential. The IC 
should be capable of sensing electrical attributes' level (through precise analog circuits) to 
determine fault situation such as short circuit, open circuit, so on; And sending the informa-
tion back to the car computer (through digital interfacing) for proper actions. 
Besides fuel system, in automotive system, low-side driver is always needed for driving var-
ious lamps, relays and solenoids. As it is generic and variety of usage，a Smart L o w Side 
Driver implemented all fault detections and self-protections with new circuit idea is pro-
posed in this report. 
� 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
3. Circuit Description 
The circuit is a digitally control low-side switch to control various inductive or incandescent 
loads as well as provide fault reporting feature and self-protection. Circuit block diagram is 
shown as foUows. 
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Fig. 5 Block Diagram of the proposed circuit 
4 
110 pin is described as follows. 
• 
G E N : Active HIGH, C M O S input, enable signal 
O U T : Output PowerFET's drain 
C O F : Active HIGH, C M O S output. Cold Open Fault output 
H O F : Active HIGH’ C M O S output. Hot Open Fault output 
SCF : Active HIGH, C M O S output. Short Circuit Fault output 
O T F : Active HIGH, C M O S output. Over Temperature Fault output 
> 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
From Fig. 5, the power switch is implemented by power D M O S transistor with 0.3-0hm 
Rdson. It is driven by a gate drive circuit powered by 12V extemal supply to provide suffi-
cient gate-source voltage for fully turn-ON. Fault detections include: Short Circuit Fault 
(Sense if the output current is reaching the Hmit), Cold Open Fault (Sense if the output is 
open when the switch is OFF), Hot Open Fault (Sense if the output is open when the switch 
if ON)’ Over Temperature Fault (Sense if the junction temperature is reaching the Umit). It 
also has the shut-down and auto-retry function，i.e. if Short Circuit Fault is detect, the switch 
is set O F F and will set O N again after 40uS. SeLf protection features include: Analog Cur-
rent Limit (If shut-down mode is not O N , the analog current limit will limit the output cur-
rent at preset value whenever short circuit condition occurs), Output Voltage Clamp (If 
output voltage is being too high, intemaI voltage clamp circuit will switch O N the power 
switch to provide low resistive path for clamping the output voltage). 
The circuk proposed places requirements including Precise Analog, Digital Signaling, and 
Power Driver to the technology, as shown in Fig.4, this falls into the Smart Power domain. 
In the following session, the technology which this IC was fabricated on is iUustrated briefly. 
_ 
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4. Technology 
The circuit is fabricated by Motorola's s m a r T M O S ™ technology which is a bipolar based 
biCMOS technology, it possesses complemetary BJT, CMOS，high voltage powerFET 
named T M O S , and other passive components. This is basicaUy a N-well process with P-
doped isolation. Simplified cross-sectional diagram of BJT and C M O S devices are shown as 
follows. 
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Fig. 6 Complementary Bipolar transistors 
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Fig. 7 Complementary MOS transistors 
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The characteristic feature of the technology is T M O S device. Its cross sectional diagram and 
top view are shown as follows. 
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Fig. 8 Cross sectional diagram of TMOS 
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From Fig. 8，noticed T M O S is an updrain device, a deep-N drive-in to the N-type buried 
layer provides a relatively low resistance path throughout N-EPI of the entire device. 
Noticed, the drain current goes up and flows lateraUy to sources, the path looks alike charac-
ter "T', that is what the name T M O S comes from. 
Inherent in most power M O S F E T s , and all T M O S transistors, is a "parasitic" drain-source 
diode which is fonned by the P-weU and the N-Epi. This makes T M O S an uni-directional 
blocking device, and is a disadvantage to certain applications. 
From Fig. 9, noticed the ceUular structure o f T M O S makes high channel density possible, so 
Rdson can be kept low. Rdson depends on width-to-length ratio of overall channel, the chan-
nel length is fixed at a cell structure as seen in Fig.8. Therefore，the overall width-to-length 
ratio increases so as Rdson decreases, with the silicon area of the device increases. 
4 
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5. Design 
5.1 TOP LEVEL 
The top level schematic is shown as foUows, noticed the block partition is different from the 
one shown in Fig. 5. Overall circuitry is partitioned into four blocks, namely, Logic, Tuner, 
Gate Drive and Power Switch. They will be discussed at the following sessions. 
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Fig. 10 Top Level Schematic 
Pin Description : 
vrl2 :12Vpowersupply 
I20timer : 20uA crnrem sink bias for the timer 
gen ： Active HIGH, C M O S input, enable signal of the switch 
ss ： Active HIGH, C M O S input, shut down signal of the switch 
iART ： Active HIGH’ C M O S input, Auto-Retry function enable signal 
‘ ishut ： Active HIGH, C M O S input, shut down at current limit enable 
I20outctl : 20uA current sink bias for Gale Drive • 
tlim_drv : Current source input, Over-Temperature Shutdown adjust 
bvdss : When ded to pin out, voltage clamp is disabled 
tlim : Active HIGH, C M O S output, Over-Temperature Fault output 
Hof : Active HIGH, C M O S output. Hot Open Fault output 
Cof : Active HIGH, C M O S output. Cold Open Fault output 
out : Output PowerFET's drain 
Ilim : Active HIGH, C M O S output, Shon Circuit Fault output 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.2 Logic 
This block consists of C M O S logic gates, is responsible for control sequence of the whole 
circuitry. The circuit and the state diagram are shown as follows. 
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Fig. 11 Logic Block Schematic Diagram 
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Fig. 12 Logic Block State Diagram 
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5.2 Logic (Cont'd) 
Pin Description: 
ss : Active HIGH, C M O S input from external, shut dowB signal of 
the switch 
gen ： Active HIGH’ C M O S input from extemal, enable signal of the 
switch 
tlim ： Active HIGH, C M O S input from Gate Drive block, indicate 
temperature limit is reached 
timesUp ： Active HIGH’ C M O S input from Timer block, indicate time is 
up to re-active the switch when Shut D o w n at Current Limit and 
Auto-Retry function are enabled 
dmerReadyB : Active L O W , C M O S input from Timer block, indicate the timer 
is reset and ready for timing 
ishut : Active HIGH, C M O S input from extemal, shut down at current 
limit enable 
ilsense ： Active HIGH’ C M O S input from Gate Drive block’ indicate 
current limit condition is reached 
iART ： Active HIGH, C M O S input from external, Auto-Retry function 
enable signal 
on : Active HIGH, C M O S output to Gate Drive block, to actuate the 
switch 
. onBar ： Active L O W , C M O S output to Gate Drive block, negation of pin 
"on" 
ilim ： Active HIGH, C M O S output to external, output indicating cur-
rent limit condition is reached, when pin "ishut"=HIGH it is not 
cleared until seeing pin “gen”= L O W , pin "ss"=HIGH or pin 
“dim”=HIGH. W h e n pin "ishut"=LOW it foUows pin "ilsense" 
timerReset : Active HIGH, C M O S output to Timer block, reset the timer for 
start timing 
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5.2 Logic (Cont'd) 
SimuUxtion: 
Verilog simulation was performed to verify the function of the circuit. 
VT("/Ish4^ , , 
VT("MR]^ , , 
VT("/gen^ | ； ^  
VT("/ilsepse") , J ^~|  
VT("/timgsUp") , ,   
VT('7timgrReadyB") • H , , | 
VT("/timgrReset") | | ~ 
VT('7on"^ I I 71  
VT('7on^^ I , J ~ 
VT("/ii;m:0 , J n x10-6 
0.0 10. 20. 30. 40. 
time 
Fig. 13 Part 1 Simulation Result of Logic Block 
From Fig.l3, noticed the first six signals are stimulus, while the last four are outputs. For pin 
"ishut" and pin "iART" are both L O W , at lOuS, as pin "gen" goes HIGH, pin "on" which 
actuates the switch goes HIGH. Until current limit is reached that is indicated by rising edge 
of pin "ilsense", the output signal pin "ilim" goes H I G H to signify external world. Pin “on” 
is driven L O W as falling edge ofpin "gen" occurs. In this case, Timer block is not needed, it 
is reset all the time as shown in the fact that pin "timerReset" is kept HIGH. 
* 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.2 Logic (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd): 
VT("/IshLit^  I i i “ 
VT("MRT") I , , 
VT('7gen(;} J i ； |  
VT("/llsepse") , , 门 , 
VT("/timgsUp") I I _, 
VT("/timgrReadyB") ‘ | | , , | 
VT("/timfrReset") | | | | 
VT("/on"i J i~"I , 
VT('7onq^ n I I i 
VT("^lim^ , I I““： ； I x10-6 
40. 50. 50. 70. 80. 
time 
Fig. 14 Part 2 Simulation Result of Logic Block 
From Fig.l4, noticed pin "ishut" is HIGH’ so that the switch is tumed O F F once current 
Umit is reached, that is pin "on" goes L O W as rising edge of pin "ilsense" occurs. And, at 
the same time, pin "ilim" goes H I G H to signify the current limit is reached, this H I G H state 
is not removed until the falling edge of pin "gen". Although glitch is seen, pin “timerReset’’ 
is H I G H to reset the Timer. 
_ 
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5.2 Logic (Cont'd) 
SimukUion (Cont'd): 
VT("/Ish4^ i i I 
vr(' 'MRi:l| I I ； 
VT('7gen[:} | ； T L_i  
VT("/;isepse") , f! , H , 
VT("/timgsUp") , n I , 
VT("/tim^rReadyB")~"7] , , |~"| 
Vr("/timgrReset") | | | | | | ~ | 
VT("/on"i I ；~~I I ； I L_.  
VT('7onB|^ I , I I , I 1 ~； 
VT("^lim^ , I I , I L_L x10-5 
•80.0 100. 120. • 140. 160. 
time 
Fig. 15 Part 3 Simulation Result ofLogic Block 
From Fig.l5, Current Limit Shutdown and Auto-Retry are enabled. Rising edge of pin "gen" 
set pin “on” H I G H to actuate the switch. As current limit is reached which is signified by 
H I G H state of pin "ilsense". This causes pin “on” to go L O W to tum O F F the switch，at the 
same time, pin "ilim" is set H I G H to signify the external world，and pin "timerReset" goes 
L O W with L O W state of pin "timerReadyB", the Timer block starts timing. After preset 
time duration elapses, pin "timesUp" goes HIGH，this causes the switch to be tumed O N 
again. If current limit is again reached, the previous mentioned operation repeats until pin 
‘ “gen” goes L O W to end the O N cycle. 
_ 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.3 Timer 
The schematic of the block is shown as follows. 
_ n-^ n^  
”iii rn 
_J^; »»• -,»r* 
U3S , 丄 «t 二 Ut2 _ ntl'>- '•‘ 
^;;Tgh^p^i-:;^P'V--?"' n ^ ^ … 
’_,ffS(v^ pw4|^1 pmv71flf-t � M 7 a P*7 I 
“ - “ ^ ~ ~ L _ L _ _ J — _ p ^ g ^ , 『 ： . 多 ： 二 ― — 二 : 
— ^ _ 3 S ? ^ ^ : 
ww5rl<**"> w*iyp nqm\ 
._^ ^^ _^««————^ —> I , I • •• I vw 
« v“ 
,g--^*p»]] !¢: U-^-
'9-" t^di f itrk""" 
A9-ip;^ »«^ 卜^-1 
| ^ ^ - - W ( i i ^^N fiM^ tN« fwi ua t» - - ^ 
r n t > - - i r • non2 )>= »^ ».KM». 
» ^ ” _ , 東 154 H / 
°zi “ ——— ， : i 5 ^ " ^ 
_ iJr^-1 T ° ^ ~ • • — 
'jK'|t--y rL_g^ 一 »•»- 5"» --"-
~"*n ''"' ™ C^" 
VM1 u*l _f *43 ^ L a»»0<-^p 
,,.Tr-3| ie^ "i:__Ufe''-"'*'T^ '" ” 
.^-ir-ol IBi«--»»*^^H «"^' . »-i" 
n«-l >irw3 nm^ "«"1 »<n^  '«-' 
VM «• I »» 
2<A 2-<. 
Fig. 16 Timer Block Schematic Diagram 
Pin Description: 
I20timer : 20uA current sink bias for Timer 
dmerReset : Active HIGH, C M O S input from Logic block, reset the 
dmer for start timing 
‘ onBar : Active L O W , C M O S input from Logic block, negation of 
pin "on" ‘ 
on : Active HIGH, C M O S input from Logic block, to actuate the 
switch 
onDcBar : Active L O W , C M O S output to Gate Drive block, with 5uS 
falling edge delay w.r.t pin "onBar" 
onBarDcBar : Active HIGH, C M O S output to Gate Drive block, with 5uS 
falling edge delay w.r.t pin “on’’ 
• timersUp : Active H I G H , C M O S input from Timer block, indicate dme 
is up to re-active the switch when Shut D o w n at Current 
Limit and Auto-Retry function are enabled 
timerReadyB : Active L O W , C M O S output to Logic block, indicate the 
timer is reset and ready for timing 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.3 Timer (Cont'd) 
Circuit Description 
From Fig. 16’ timer is ready when the capacitor is fully discharged. It causes M 7 4 tumed 
OFF. Therefore, M 7 5 which is a constant current source puUs the input of inverter 180 
HIGH, and pin "timerReadyB" is L O W . 
When pin "timerReset" is pulled L O W , M 6 3 is OFF. M 6 2 which has W / L ratio 1:10 w.r.t 
M 3 9 source constant current 2uA to charge up C65 from ground. As M74/G goes up, M 7 4 is 
being tumed O N . When drain current of M 7 4 becomes higher than that of M 7 5 in magni-
tude, pin "timerReadyB" is L O W to signify Timer is being used. 
As C65 is being further charged up, M66/G is further increased, to certain extent, the con-
stant 20uA drain current of M 6 9 overcome the drain current of M 6 6 and pulls input of 
inverter 177 L O W , and pin "timersUp" will go H I G H to signify the preset timing elapsed. 
The preset timing of Auto-Retry, says 丁皿 is the duration required by M 6 2 drain current 
which is 2uA to charge up C65 from zero delta voltage to l2Y-VSG^^^, where VSG^^^ is 
the source-gate voltage of M 6 6 at 20uA. The equation is as foUows. 
C 6 5 x ( 1 2 - V 5 G ^ , , ) 
^ART = ^ (S) E5.3.1 
7\盯=8.5叫2:广1.4) = 45“ ⑶’ where 舰羅=1.4 (V) E5.3.2 
Noticed from the above equation, the current sink from pin "I20timef' is temperature com-
, pensated, C65 has negligible temperature coefficient，and the 12V is supposed temperature 
invariant, therefore, the temperature coefficient of 丁皿 is mainly come from Vtp^ How-
ever, M 6 9 drain current and the W / L of M 6 6 can be set so as to achieve small T.C. of 
VSG^6^, therefore, the overall T.C. of ^ j-can be kept smaU. 
Noticed D67 which is a Zener with breakdown voltage about 5V is used to offset the H I G H 
voltage level of 177 input from the 12V rail to around 8V to prevent gate rupture. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.3 Timer (Cont'd) 
Circuit Description (Cont'd) 
Pin "onDcBar" has 5uS faUing edge delay w.r.t pin "onBar". It is used in Gate Drive block to 
blank the first 5uS of pin "Hof' to prevent the tum-ON delay of the power switch causing 
false aIajrm of Hot-Open-Fault. 
Pin "onBarDcBar" has 5uS faUing edge delay w.r.t pin "on". It is used in Gate Drive block to 
blank the first 5uS of pin "Cof’ to prevent the tum-OFF delay of the power switch causing 
false alarm of Coid-Open-Fault. 
5uS one-shot pulses are generated at the E X N O R gate 154 output. They are synchronous to 
the rising edge and the falling edge of pin "on". These pulses perform N A N function to pin 
“on’’ to generate "onDcBar" signal and perform N A N function to pin "onBar" to generate 
"onBarDcBar". 
One-shot pulses are generated by performing E X N O R with the delay “on’’ signal and 
"onBar". The delay "on" signal is generated by charging and discharging C61 through the 
constant source current from M 4 5 and the constant sink current from M43. M 4 6 and M 4 7 
act as complementary switches for switching between charging and discharging. The delay 
can be calculated by the following equation. 
W = v J ^ ⑶ E5.3.3 
W = 諮 = 5 “ (S) E5.3.4 
Noticed the temperature coefficient of 丁脑化 is mainly come from the T,C. of the threshold 
of E X N O R gate which is assumed as vdd/2, 
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5.3 Timer (Cont'd) 
Simulation: 
The simulation results of pin "timerReadyB" at 27C and 127C are shown as foUows. 
xi00 
fi^ 。： V T ( 7 t i m e r R e s e t " )  
4.0 ： 
• 1 « 
2.0 ： 
0.0 广 I I I I I I I I I I ' I I ‘ I I) I I I I l!l I j I I , I I I ,圓， 
xi00 
^^;, 0: V T ( 7 t i m e r R e a d y B ' ' ) @ 2 7 C  
5.0 ： , ： 
2.0 ： 
： . . 
- 1 < ^ r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I r I I I I I I I I I I , I , 
x i 0 0 
只 … 0 : V T ( ' 7 t i m e r R e o d y B ' 0 @ 1 2 7 C  
5.0 ： » 
2.0 ： 
-1 ^卜 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I t I I I r I I I , v1C -^6 
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 4 0 . 0 6 0 . 0 8 0 . 0 • 100, .. 
time 
Fig. 17 "timerReadyB" transient simulation result 
Noticed the temperature variance of "timerReadyB" rising edge for 100。C is around 2uS. 
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5.3 Timer (Cont'd) 
SimuUition (Cont'd): 
The simulation results of pin "timesUp" at 27C and 127C are shown as foUows. 
x100 � 
1 ^ . : VT("/t;merReset")  
4.0 ： 
- « 
2.0 ： — 
0.0 r • • I ‘ • ‘ I I ‘ I I ‘ ‘ ‘ ' h 1 ‘ ‘ ‘ lf)' I ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ j I ‘ ‘ ‘ I ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
= 0 . : VT("/timesUp")@27C  
5.0 ： 
2.0 ： 
-10^卜，I . I ‘ I I i T l I I I I I ' I I I I ' I I I I I ' I I ！ I I I 1 ‘ I ‘ ‘ , 
y10 0 、 
l ' ^ , : VT("/tirnesUp")@127C  
5.0 ： p  
2.0 ： 
4 -
n- 1 > ‘ ‘ _ c 
一 1 g " ; h , I , , r I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I ^ I I I I I t I Y l C ^ ~ P 
0 00 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100. 
• time 
Fig. 18 'HimesUp" transient simulation result 
At 27°C, r^jis around 58uS which is different from the calculated value of 45uS. The dis-
crepancy comes from the non-ideal matching between M 3 9 and M 6 2 causing the drain cur-
rent of M 6 2 not to be 2uA but a smaller value. Noticed the temperature variance for 100°C 
difference is around 4uS. 
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5.3 Timer (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd): 
The simulation results of pin "onDcBar" at 27C and 127C are shown as follows. 
xi00 � 
l a . ： VT("/onBar'0  
4.0 ： ‘ 
“ 4 
2.0 ： ； 
0.0 r I I I I I I I tf I ]| I I I I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
二1^  0 . : VT("/onDcBor")@27C  
5.0 ： H1 • — — 
2.0 ： — 
— 1 0 卜 I , I I I I I I I f I V I 丨 _ L _ l _ L _ j _ _ L _ J _ L _ J _ I _ L _ J _ L _ l _ _ _ L _ l _ L _ J _ l l i i i 
v1M 0 
= , : V T ( 7 o n D c B w " ) @ 1 2 7 C   
5.0 L 1  
2.0 ： 
- 1 0- I I ‘ ‘ ‘‘ I ‘ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ‘ ‘ |Yic^j-6 
0.0 20. 40. 60. ‘ 80. -
time 
Fig. 19 "onDcBar" transient simulation result 
The discrepancy of the simulated value and the calculated one which is 5uS comes from the 
mismatch between M 4 1 and M42, but as this is only a blanking signal, the absolute accuracy 
is not required. 
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5.3 Timer (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd): 
The simulation results of pin "onBarDcBar" at 27C and 127C are shown as follows. 
v100 




0 . 0 r I I r I I I I I _ _ _ L J _ L _ J _ L _ 1 _ I _ L _ J _ _ L _ ! _ _ I _ I I I _ I _ l i 3 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 ^ 1 1 
xl00 
p ^ . : VT('7onBarDcBar")@27C  
5.0 ： 9 , ^  
2.0 ： 
— 1 p l | " I , I I I I I I I _ I I I I _ _ L _ L _ 1 _ U _ l _ _ L _ I _ 1 _ L _ J _ _ I _ _ I _ _ L _ J _ _  
x100 � 
; ; ,： V T ( " / o n B a r D c B a r " ) @ 1 2 7 C  
5.0 ： , ^  
2.0 ： 
- 1 ^1卜.I I : ‘ ‘ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I v i g i " 6 
0.0 20. 40. 50. ‘ 80. 
t ime 
Fig. 20 “onBarDcBar" transient simulation result 
� 
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5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch 
The schematic diagram of Gate Drive is shown as follows. 
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Fig. 21 Gate Drive block schematic diagram 
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5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Pin Description ofGate Drive: 
out : Connected to the power switch drain, for cold-open-fault 
sensing 
vrl2 : Connected to the 12V supply 
on ： Active HIGH, C M O S input from Logic block, to actuate the 
switch 
onBar : Active L O W , C M O S input from Logic block, negation of 
. pin ‘‘on” 
I20outctl : 20uA current sink bias 
onBarDcBar : Active HIGH, C M O S input from Timer block, with 5uS fall-
ing edge delay w.r.t pin “on’’’ for blanking the first 5uS of 
the switch O F F state for Cold-Open-Fault 
tlim-drv : Current source input, Over-Temperature Shutdown adjust, 
when forcing current in temperature thresholds can be 
adjusted 
onDcBar : Active L O W , C M O S input from Timer block, with 5uS fall-
ing edge delay w.r.t pin "onBar", for blanking the first 5uS 
of the switch O N state for Hot-Open-Fault 
Hof ： Active HIGH, C M O S output. Hot Open Fault output 
dim : Active HIGH, C M O S output’ Over-Temperature Fault out-
put 
hof : Connected to Power Switch block, this is the current sense 
_ 
for Hot-Open-Fault 
Ihof : Connected to Power Switch block, this is the current refer-
ence for Hot-Open-Fault 
Isense : Active H I G H , C M O S output to Logic block, this pin goes 
H I G H at the instant current Umit is reached 
Cof ： Active H I G H , C M O S output to extemal, go H I G H when 
Cold-Open-Fault occurs 
vgate ‘ ： Connected to Power Switch block, this is the current sense 
for the analog current limit 
igate : Connected to Power Switch block, this is the source fol-
lower output to drive the gate of the power switch 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Pin Description ofGate Drive (Cont'd): 
iilim ： Connected to Power Switch block, this is the current refer-
ence for short-current-fault 
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A Smar t Low Side Driver for Automot ive Circuit Description 
5 . 4 G a t e D r i v e a n d P o w e r S w i t c h ( C o n t ' d ) 
The schematic diagram of Power Switch block is shown as follows, 
I 1 1 I—I T • out 
01« f 07 U ^ " ^ LnTT^ 
«>ni 下*»： 
017 f 0« 
H?k'-« iH^'^ —jr/22:j 
, «« Uw； "*mmrm vw 5tV-7tV 
0'» t M 
H«'-^ ^ 7 ^ -
*t^ n^J �,• f 0« Ui'-« u^ - -
… — 咖 L _ _ f e o u ^ f «S0 29 hoftm »t 31 V 
-MP9^0SS »^J< 9mmm^9.4K ^ 'tUt9* m » • » kM* M« 





T- 厂 n 
j ^ 3 丨 丨 
»~ W^  V I rS  
5. ncKWi 0K3 I 
7L ,_^i.-J* 1 
slfl ,‘ ^ "^ or»ot*、 tmo. U37 
一 , 2 ^ ~ ~ t ~ ^ — — ^ , , _ 抑 H S 她咖 ig»*^ � ^t^ , - JMe/ «mo. U2S ^ ^. p. \丨 * ^ j _ � jj^c—a 
MUC^  '^ 
一®^  I i f ^ ? ; ^ ~ 丄 —二、 
I «.4 ry. • aC ^ C «^ -®5 
ar^:4;v:ir" ^t§^o^j*»： 
ITngl80ct96>Added Hot Open Foult on* <^^^»*^  ^^ „^  ^^ J ^ i.u? <>« • jac 
I~ ^ � «E ^^¾ 二 • L • t^ 二 
叙 «r«o-t^  orwi-t� "T*fw^  ______^^_ 
**••静 “ ‘ I %j0'M MW ><W • 23C T - "••‘ t.> i^>iA. 2.) 7 5iA 1) 1从 <)t>»*  
丄 
M • I pT WVn-b f 彻-« 
< <*M*-1^7< <MM«i-4.M 
< � - <� * 0 - Mte. »«« p—^— 1 fm«M > rmM*4 rw nMm _ 4 C7 QM* 
. : : s W _ _ r i ^ ‘ ？^  '运 
= p " ^ " ^ ; : ^ L — — 上 _ — — — — - — 」  
^ ^^-J'->a^)l^7 3LV:«=. I7-^ C 
'.is^z:r.^^^: « 二 “^ • 〜 ^ ^ 
^ SS^,"-^sS;/'I.^ iJH^^ . “ ^ "^ ‘ 
“syr- ir "J^ /T. *'j '-'i?^£-.. — ‘ 
I •丄」 
Fig. 22 Power Switch block schematic diagram 
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MMM^^^HMMH^^MII^^^^MMMM^MII^^^H^MaM^MMMa^^HI^B^H^H^^^M^MM^H^H^^H^HHB 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Pin Description of Power Switch: 
All the pins are described previously except pin "bvdss" which is the enable for output volt-
age clamp. U it is shorted to power switch output, the voltage clamp is disabled; If connected 
to ground, the voltage clamp is enabled. 
Circuit Description 
Switch ON: From Fig. 21’ pin "onBar" goes L O W switches O F F pull-down N-channel ^ 
switches M N 2 and M N S S . Pin "on" goes H I G H that allows drain current of M N 3 goes to 
the drain-gate-shorted MP7. That 20uA drain current is duplicated and multiplied through 
current mirrors MP7-MP8-MP6-MPA15-MPA16. M P 8 sources current to lift up the gate of 
M N A 1 7 which is a source follower, in tum gives large current drive to the gate of power 
switch for fast turn-ON. As the gate reaches 12V-2V which is the threshold voltage of 
M N A 1 7 , M P A 1 6 which is a fixed current source pumps the gate to the top rail 12V to maxi-
mize the gate-source voltage to lower the power switch ON-resistance to allowable mini-
m u m . 
Analog Current Limit: From Fig.22, noticed Q N 1 which is biased by Q N 2 eats up some cur-
rent from M P 8 of the Gate Drive circuit, but if current limit set by delta voltage level across 
QN2/E and ground is not exceeded, gate of M N A 1 7 is still being lift up at an O N condition. 
As the output current increases, the senseFET M28's drain current which is 1/8200 of die 
output current increases accordingly. This sense current builds up delta voltage across QN2/ 
E and ground. As this delta voltage increases, the V B E of Q N 1 will be inaeased also. For 
the output current further increases and reaches the current limit, collector current of Q N 1 
drains more than 100uA which is supplied by M P 8 , this net current puUs down gate of 
M N A 1 7 and gate of MPA17, the source follower M P A 1 7 pulls down the gate of power 
switch, as an result, the ON-resistance of the power switch is increased, and the output cur-
rent is decreased. This feedback mechanism can regulate the output current at the current 
limit level as output short condition occurs. The current limit regulation level is detennined 
as follows. 
CELL^2l 1 ^ i / 叫 • ^ , , 1 
hinT r-WTr R V ^ l n y ~ E5.4.1 
“爪 CELL^2Z ^llirn �lQNl) 
> 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Circuit Description (Cont'd) 
Temperature Coefficient ofAnalog Current Limit: From E5.4.1, the temperature coefficient 
of Iiiim comes from two terms, Vj-and^jv^ only. E5.4.1 can be expanded as follows. 
_ C E L L ^ 1 ^ I . j V l ^ E 5 4 2 
' ' - - C E L L ^ ^ , ^ - . o ( i + c t ( r - r o ) ) q [ i Q j ^'-^-^ 
Perform differentiation wj.t. temperature, 
d_h_im CELLMt 1 ^ j V l V ( l - a . r o ) 
^ “ CELL_ 尺脑 q ViQN2) i + a ( r - r o ) t ) . 4 � 
dI,:^ 
F o r # = 0, (l-oc.ro) = 0 E5.4.4 
Use Aluminium metal resistor of integrated circuit as Rnim, for which a = 3300ppm/K 
For To = 300 K, (1 - a . r。）= 0.01 = 0 • Therefore, the temperature coefficient of the pro-
posed current Umit circuit is very smaU. 
Short-Circiiit'Faiilt: From Fig. 21, for pin "ilsense" goes HIGH, INV3's input should go 
HIGH. That happens if drain current ofM108 is lower than 20uA which is the constant drain 
current ofM110. For M108's drain current drops below 20uA, M150's drain current should 
drop below 20uA. As M P A 1 8 has fixed drain current of 40uA, and M P A 1 5 has fixed drain 
current of 80uA, the totaJ[ current goes into the node "iilims" is 40uA+80uA = 120uA, so 
, 20uA or below is needed to flow through M150, 100uA or above is needed, to source out to 
pin "iilims". That means, from Fig.22, the collector current of Q N 4 is equal to or higher than 
lOOuA. That is when the same situation happens to Q N 1 . Therefore, the output current 
threshold of Short-Circuit-Fault is the same as that of Analog Current Limit in first order. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Circuit Description (Cont'd) 
Hot-Open-Fault: From Fig. 21’ for pin “Hof’ going HIGH, pin "onDcBar" is L O W which 
means the switch is supposed O N for at least 5uS, and M 1 2 0 drain current is higher than 
20uA that is M121's drain currenL It implies that the current going into M120 gate is higher 
than that going out, the drain current sum of MP10, M130, M131 and M132 is higher than 
that sinking out from pin "hof'. 
From Fig.22, pin “hof’ is connected to collector of Q106. As main switch M 2 7 is ON，M103 
is O N also. M103' has ON-resistance of 20-0hm which is much lower than the P O L Y resis-
tor R0, so Q107/E is almost the same as the output drain voltage ofM27. If output is open or 
the loading is very high resistive, the delta voltage across R0 is very low which causes col-
lector current of Q106 overcome by the drain current sum of MP10, M130, M 1 3 1 and 
M132. The output current threshold for Hot-Open-Fault occurring is iterated as follows 
, V ^ 
•iHOF = Mson_' 
where V ^ is the delta voltage across R0 as H O F occurs; Rdson^27 is ON-resistive ofM27. 
I^OF = F T ^ ~ " . ^ - l n f ^ ^ ^ l E5.4.5 
隠 Rd^M21 T ^hN-ihofJ 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Circuit Description (Cont'd) 
Over-Temperature-Fault: From Fig. 21，for pin "tlim" going HIGH, both the inputs of 
N 0 R 1 are L O W . M P 3 source constant current to the EPI of RTLEVI. This is used for sensing 
substrate injection which always happens as low-side switch driving inductive load. W h e n 
substrate injection occurs, the P-Njunction of substrate-to-EPI is forward, biased, that means 
the EPI potential will be below ground which is the substrate potentiaJi. If this happens, 
C^V1 input is L O W which in tum forces pin “dim” L O W to prevent substrate injection dis-
turbing Over-Temperature-Fault. 
As diffused resistor has positive T.C., and V^^ has negative T.C. when collector current is 
kept constant. For Fig. 21, temperature rise causes resistance of R T L D 4 increase so as the 
VgE bias of Q N T L M , but the required VgE bias decreases for fixed collector current, there-
fore, the collector current of QNTLCvI has positive T.C. The required zero T.C. bias current 
of M P 2 is governed by the following equation as the temperature limit is 173°C. 
V . i n ^ z M I ™ 
r-173。C :_i73。c 
h u M = R E5.4.6 
TLIM-m°C 
where V7.;7jOc is the thermal voltage at 173°C; RjUM-nsOc is the resistance of R T L M at 
173°C; Is.173Oc is the saturation current of QNTLEVI at 173°C. 
Hysteresis is achieved by switching O N M N H Y S , to pump extra current of M P 4 to R T L M , 
‘ VgE bias of Q N T L I M is rise so as its collector current, which requires extra temperature 
drops to make it drop to MP5's drain cun:ent level. • 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Circuit Description (Cont'd) 
Switch OFF: From Fig.21, as the power switch is to be OFF, pin "onBar" goes HIGH. The 
gate of M P A 1 7 is pulled down. And the gate of the power switch is pulled down by M N S S 
and the source follower MPA17. Pin "on" goes L O W which cuts drains current of M P 7 , 
M P 8 , M P 6 , M P A 1 5 and MPA16. 
Cold-Open-Faulf. Pin "Cof' goes HIGH, if both the inputs of N O R 3 goes L O W . Pin 
"onBarDcBar" going L O W implies the power switch is O F F for at least 5uS, the switch "" 
should be completely OFF. For INV2 input to be HIGH, M N 5 should be switched OFF, 
which requires the current sourcing capability of output pin is less than 50uA which is the 
drain current o f M N P D . Therefore, Cold-Open-Fault is signified as the power switch output 
is open or the loading resistance is not low enough so that when 50uA cmxent sink is applied 
across it, the large voltage drop causes gate of M N 5 being too low so as M N 5 is OFF. 
4 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Simulation 
The simuladon was performed with pulse at "on", with “out，’ tied through 27-Ohm loading 
resistance to 12V supply. 
xi00 
g 0 0: voltage at "on" 
- 4 
3.0 ： 
0.0 r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I r ]| ^ I I I  
xi00 
16 0: voltage at "out" 
8.0 ： [ 
：  
0.0 r I I I I I I I I I I ' ‘ I I I ‘ I~I I 111 / I I , I 1 I I . I I 
xl0—3 ‘ , , 
^00 0 : output current 
•f r 飞 
0.00 ：__j \ — 
I I I I I I I I I I I   
xi00 
^ 0: voltage at "vgate" 
‘ 6.0 ： 
• 
—1 O^Fn~~1^  I ‘ I I _ I ‘ I I I I I I I I ' I ‘ I I I 丨_•I I I I '| f I I I I I I I I -T— 
x10 0 
^ 0 ： voltage at " igate" 
6.0 ： r^'^"^^^ 
— 1 gl _ I I ‘ I 彳 I I I I I I I 1 I 丨 _ L _ L _ J _ I I r V ' i 卜1 I I I I I I I I v 1 0 - 6 
200. 240. 280. 320. 360. 
time 
Fig. 23 Gate Drive and Power Switch transient simulation result with puIse input to “on，’ and 0.4-A 
loading . 
\ 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
SimuUition (Cont'd) 
x100 
g 0 a: voltage at "on" 
3,0 ： 
0.0 I I I I I I I I_I__I_I_I_I_I_I_I_I~~I~~1~~I~~I_I_I_I_I_I I 
x100 — 
1g 0 : voltage at "out " 
i v _  
0.0 I I I I I I I I I r I_I_I_I_I__I_L_J_I_I_I rT-tfr^li I__l«_J_I_I__1 r I ,1 I I I I I 
x 1 0 - 3 
c00 a : output current 
] _^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^ "^"""^ ‘~ 
0.00： >»», ^ 
-^ gic^ r I I I I I I ] I I I_I_I_I_1_I_i_j_I_I_I_I_I_L_j_L_j_I_1__1__I I I I I I I I I , 
xi00 
13 0: voltage at "vgate" 
6.0 ： [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~‘ ‘ 
. ； J 
— 1 加 I I I I I I I I I “ I _ I I I I I I I ~ ~ L ~ J L _ J _ _ I I I I I I I _ I I I I I I I , I , I . 
x i 0 0 . 
1了 0 : voltage at "igate" 
6.0 ： ^___»»«~i~w~< »•" ‘ “ 
-1 or I I I I I I I I I ,“' I I I I I I I I ' I I I I I I I I I x10~^ 
208. 210. 212. 214. 216. 
t ime 
Fig. 24 Zoom-in of turn-ON transient of Fig.23 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd) 
xi00 
g 0 I : voltage at "on" 
3.0 ： 
0 . 0 r I I I I _ _ I _ _ I _ I _ _ I _ I _ _ _ U j _ l _ _ I _ I _ I _ _ L f _ J _ L , _ J _ _ J _ ^ J _ _ J I I I I I a I I 
xl00 
^g . : voltage at "out " 
.8.0 ： / 
： V 
0 . 0 I _ _ I _ I _ _ i _ u _ i _ _ I _ _ I _ L , ^ i - ^ I _ _ I _ _ I _ I _ I _ _ I _ _ I I I I I I 
x 1 0 _ 3 
500 J : output current 
I — X  
0 . 0 0 : X ,  
— =^gjgl r I I r I I I I I _ _ I _ _ 1 _ _ I _ 1 _ I _ I _ I _ I _ 1 _ I _ _ I _ _ I _ _ I _ _ I I I I I I I [ 
x i 0 0 
13 0 : voltage ot "vgate" 
6.0 ： 
4 -
- 1 . 0 C _ L _ J _ _ I _ _ I _ _ I _ I — I ~ ~ I ~ 1 ~ ‘ ‘ I I I ‘ I I | I I ， ‘ I I I I I I I ‘ I I 
xl00 . 
1了 0 ： voltage at "igate" 
6.0 ： 
- * - ^ - . - _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
—1 gih • I I I I I I I I I_i^" I I I I ‘ I _°* I ^ ° I I .丨 I I I I '~1~~I~ vigi~6 
300. 310. 320. 330. 
t ime 
Fig. 25 Zoom-in of turn-OFF transient of Fig. 23 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd) 
From Fig.23, notice pin "igate" is puUed by the source follower M N A 1 7 at Gate Drive block 
to around 6V, then the constant current source M P A 1 6 pumps 20uA to power switch gate 
until the switch is fully enhanced. 
From Fig. 24, fall time of "out" is 1.7uS, and the high-to-low delay w.r.t rising edge of "on" 
is 1.2uS. The fall time is dominated by charging time of the gate-drain capacitance of the 
switch. The falling edge delay of "out" is caused by the charging time of the gate-source "•“ 
capacitance. ‘ 
From Fig. 25, rise time of "out" is 3.6uS, and the low-to-high delay w.r.t faUing edge of — 
"out" is 9.2uS. "out" goes H I G H only after the fully enhanced gate capacitance is dis-
charged. The net change of gate-drain voltage is 12V’ compared to that of gate-source volt-
age which is 2V during tum-ON, this explains why the tum-OFF delay (9.2uS from Fig.25) 
is larger than the tum-ON delay (1.2uS from Fig.24). 
• . .-•• 
-OVA 
� 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd) 
From Fig. 26, analog current limit at 21°C and 127°C are simulated. As the switch is O N , 
output current is swept from zero to 8A. From E5.4.1, 
_ CELL_ 丄 . ^ r V l ^ = 8 ^ . 丄 . 2 6 ^ v . m f ^ _ g 24A 
^iim- CELL^2, Ruim T [ l Q j 8 6_87Q ' ^ ^ ^ '\2Qu)-^-^^^ 
：；m^m9c  
5 0 . ： “ " “ ^ ^ 
+0. 
3 0 . ： 
2 0 . ： — 
10. ： i ： | j 
n ffF I I I . . ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ . !"^人...I 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 a.0 sweeo 
Fig. 26 Analog Current Limit DC sweep result with the switch is ON and output current is swept 
Noticed at the first portion of the characteristic curve, as the switch is fully O N , the slope is 
‘ very low which is equal to the ON-resistance of the power switch. As current limit is 
reached, the feedback mechanism of current limit regulates the gate voltage of the switch so 
that it becomes a constant current sink with the current regulated at the preset level. The dis-
crepancy between the calculated value ajad the simulation result is mainly come from V^E 
difference of Q N 1 and Q N 2 of Fig. 22 and the base current effect. Noticed as the voltage 
goes above 53 V’ the output voltage clamp is O N , and the output voltage is regulated at preset 
level which is set by zener diodes across drain-gate of the power switch. 
� 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
Simulation (Cont'd) 
From Fig.26, noticed the temperature variation of the current Hmit is smaU which is 
310ppmy°C, as explain in E5.4.4. 
Fig. 27 shows rising edge of pin "ilsense" w.r.t the D C sweep of output current. 
. . ： ； ^ m ^ ^ m 9 c 
4.0 ： 
* * 
： ® 2 7 C 
3.0 ： 
： ®127C 
2 . 0 ： ； ： 
1.0 ： ； 
PI 0 r I r I I . . • , , , . ‘ 、 , ' .‘ ‘.、丨  
0.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 
sweeo 
Fig. 27 pin “ikense” rising edge w.r.t DC sweep of output current as the switch is ON 
Noticed the rising edge of "ilsense" has offset w.r.t. the analog current limit shown in Fig.26 
which is come from the VcE difference of Q N 1 and Q N 4 of Fig.22. V^E ofQNl is less than 
. that of QN4. This discrepancy should not be critical in system application as pin "ilsense" is :: 
applied as sense signal for fault reporting, with the fault reporting threshold being lower 
m 
than the practical current protection level is acceptable. And noticed the temperature varia- "•‘ 
tion is with the same magnitude as the analog current Umit. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
SimuUxtion (Cont'd) 
Fig. 28 shows the simulation result Hot-Open-Fault threshold. FalUng edge of pin "Hof' is 
simulated with D C sweep of output current. From E5.4.5 
W = ^ T ^ . V . m r ^ l = 0 ^ • 2 6 m V . h f f f l = 388mA 霞 Rdson^2l T �IlN-ihof) 0.137a V 5u ； 
：：^[:^g|:m 
t * 
4.0 L  




¢1 ar . t r . I I • I I 1 I I I I I I I 丄 . I I . ‘ . I , . . ,,, lviCT~3 
0.00 200. 400. 500. 800. 
swecD 
Fig. 28 pin ‘‘ilsense，，falling edge w.r.t DC sweep ofoutput current as the switch is ON 
Noticed the temperature coefficient of Hot-Open-Fault threshold is simulated as 1290ppm/ 
°C which is much higher than that of Short-Current-Fault. That is due to the temperature 
coefficient of Rdson of the power switch can not fumi the criterion of E5'.4.4. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.4 Gate Drive and Power Switch (Cont'd) 
SimuUUion (Cont'd) 
Fig. 29 shows the thresholds of Over-Temperature-Fault. 
: ; ^ : g j 
4-.0 ： — 
‘ 3.0 ： 
2.0 ： 
1.0 ： 1 
： 厂 I 
0 . 0 .1 r I I t I i l i L. I i | i I I I J I i , i I I I I I I I 1 I I _Lg>t_i__Lj_j_i_ 
164. 166. 168. 170. 172. 174 
TEMPOC 
Fig. 29 Upper and Lower threshold of Over-Temperature-Fault 
Noticed the upper threshold and lower threshold of Over-Temperature-Fault is 173°C and 
165°C respectively. 
Fig. 30 shows the simulation result of Cold-Open-Fault threshold. 
“ . . ： ； m m i 9 c 
‘ 
4 . 0 [  國 
1.0 h  
P<^r . • . t > . • I 1 '1. . . u . • . I . • i iL^-6 . 
40. 45. 50. 55. 60. 
sweeo 
Fig. 30 pin ‘‘Cof, falling edge AV.r.t DC sweep ofoutput current as the switch is OFF 
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5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation 
The simulation circuit is shown as follows. Noticed supply network simulates the practical 
situation where huge buUc capacitor (C_buUc) with parasitic inductance OLs_buUc) is used to 
get rid of the effect of wire resistance (Rwire) and internal resistance in series with VSUP-
PLY. Ideal N M O S (SW_SHORT) is used to simulate the abrupt short-circuit condition. 
Loading resistor (RL) is with resistance 2 5 0 h m which gives output current of 0.48A. V12 is 
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Fig. 31 FuU-Circuit Simulation schematic diagram 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Circuit stimuli are shown as follows. The first pulse of "gen" simulates normal on/off char-
acteristic with output current of0.48A; The second pulse of ‘‘gen’’ simulates Analog Current 
Limit response to static short-circuit condition; The third pulse simulates Analog Current 
Limit response w.r.t abrupt short-circuit condition; The fourth pulse simulates CurrentLimit 
Shutdown w.r.t static short-circuit condition; The fifth pulse simulates Auto-Retry function 
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6.0 - : VT("/ss") 
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xi00 
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- I ® 0 -•-
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xi00 
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Fig. 32 Stimuli ofFuU-Circuit Simulation 
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5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Normal on/off Characteristic 
^ 1 ' .:VT("/9-i"> ,_,. . t , i「 , , 。‘ .:VT〜"） 
] r n 
^J :fj>  
^®' .: Vr("/out") ‘ »" •= VT("/<xX") 
t A ^ L ^ 
”i '“ n. ^ C ‘ ''^ ”‘ I '2“. ， C 
Fig. 33 Full-Circuit Simulation shows normal on/off characteristic 
Waveforms correlate with those in Fig. 24 and Fig. 25. 
Fall time of "out" is simulated to be 1.7uS. 
Low-to-High delay of "out" w.r.t rising edge of "gen" is simulated to be 1.2uS. 
Rise time of "out" is simulated to be 3.6uS. 
High-to-Low delay of "out" w.r.t falling edge of "gen" is simulated to be 9.2uS. 
4 
� 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Normal on/off Characteristic (Cont'd) 
y10 -3 
100. , ： vr("/out") 
80.0: 




<^ g'cP ‘ ‘ ‘ . ‘ , ‘ I I 
vi0 -3 
500 . : lT("/Current_Probe/PLUS") 
[ 厂 ^ • 
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time 
Fig. 34 Full-Circuit Simulation shows output current and voltage waveforms 
ON-resistance of power switch is simulated to be 140m-0hm at room temperature. 
“ Noticed this resistance does not include resistance of bond wire and package lead. 
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5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Static Short-Circuit condition 
S®' .:>T("AWCPrc<VPU^ ) ^f .:tT(.yC<xr^ OV>b^ US.'> 
7_®i j W / W ^ ^ ^ " ™ ™ " ^ 4 / ^ X x ^ X ^ ^ " V X " N _ ^ " N _ ^ 
3-0 : 3.0丨 Z 
-i.aL-j_LujL I I I I I I I I I I I i I -iJ ./.  
7.0' .:VT("Am") ;f .:VT〜.） 
5-0P nnnnnn 5.0：   
t t' p^ f~~j P~^  — , 
3-0f ‘ i0 i 
“ _ _ l l l i L 1』； 
-'.gf J ^ , . . ^ • *~*..*~Lu,• ,*^,• I _i 
0^, . •可,啊').I 5.0^  .： VTr/9.n") ,,_ 
4.0 ； 4.0 ； 
3.a ： 3.0 i 
2.0 ： . 2.0 i 
’.0 丨 i.a ： 
0.0 ‘. . I . ‘ ‘ ‘ •- ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ xl0~® a a : 
抓 现 270. 川. 350^  2¾,: 义 • . … • 仏:… 24广 
Um* 
Fig. 35 Full-Circuit Simulation shows Static Short-Circuit condition 
From Fig. 32’ the simulation condition is: “ishut’’=”iART’=’’ss，’=LOW. 
Noticed output current is regulated at 7 A as preset. 
4 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Abrupt Short-Circuit condition 
l f ^ .: n-("/Current_Probe/PLUS") 
^ u v _ _ _ _ 
0.0: 1 \ 
•"• 1仍十 I • 1 I I I I • ‘ I I I I I I I I I I I t I I f I I I I , , , , , , , , , , I  
x100 
^8 .： VT("/out") 
J 八 A 厂 yy\y\/^^^-^^~^-~~^-'^^— 
8 . 0 ： / 
3.0 ： / 
-2-gt- • 
v100 
7.0 • ： Vr('71lim,') 
5.0 I — I p | ^ pk 门 __i|  
3.0 ： 
1.0 ： 
- 1 ( ^ r I I I I I I I I r I I I r I I . , I . , y l 0 - 6 
4-30! 4 ^ ^ . 4|0! 510. i30. 
time 
Fig. 36 Full-Circuit Simulation shows Abrupt Short-Circuit condition 
From Fig. 32，the simulation condition is: "ishut"="iART'='ss"=LOW. 
Noticed parasitic inductance CLs_buUc) and wire resistance (Rwire) causes output current 
• osciUation which in tum causes pulsing of "ilim". The response time for current regulation 
is 15uS. -
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5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Current Limit Shutdown 
*0®^  ,:tr("A^ *roM_Pmba^ UJS") l.'^f： rT("A:ufrafH.Prob^US") 
ii LZz^ 
-^°f~~^ -2兵  
.<a0 x10® 
a^ •: VT("/1l!m") 5.0 ••• VT("/ltm") 
4.0 丨 4.0 ； 
2.0 i 2.0 I 
」.• J ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ • g-a^  -.,." ,  
^,ad *10® 
二 , fr/<^") 5.0 _:vir/5*o..) r . . . . , 
4.0丨 <a丨 
3.0 i 3.a i 
2.0 i 2.0 i 
i.a i i-a ： 
n>!% . • via"6 aaf ,. , ,„.R 
6^ : W0： kee. 690； 7¾ «"： ‘^ 611. i^!s.' 1^9^,'° 
llm« 
Fig. 37 Full-Circuit simulation shows Current Limit shutdown 
From Fig. 32, the simulation condition is: "ishut"=HIGH, "iART'="ss"=LOW. 
Noticed the switch is tumed off once the current limit is reached, and "ilim" is set H I G H to 
signify the current limit condiUon. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Circuit Description 
5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Auto-Retry Function 
x100 
„. •: rr("A:urrent_Probe/PLUS") 
1 .........I ..... j _ _ _ ~ 
—l.0Lj~_I t t I \ I I»«^• ‘ • 1 . _  
xt0 0 7.0 , ： Vr("/1lim") 
5.0 ： p _| ^    
3.0 ： 
1.0 ： 
-’ I • ‘ ‘ ‘ • I I • • ‘   
x100 





^ ^^  ‘ ‘ , ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ , , , , v1CI_5 
772. ^ 850. 390. g30 
time 
Fig. 38 Full-Circuit Simulation shows Auto-Retry function 
From Fig. 32，the simulation condition is: "ishut"="iART'=HIGH, "ss"=LOW. 
‘ Noticed from simulation, the Auto-Retry period is 58uS. 
� 
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5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Firmware Shutdown 
xl00 
14 1: rr("/Current_Probe/PLUS") 
1.0 ： 
.60 ： 
.20 ： ^ ^ ^ * ~ ^ ^ \ ^  
-.26h_jL_i_1_I__J_]_I_1_I__1_   





0 . 0 t I I 1 I _ ‘ I • • , 气 , , , , , , . 
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0 . 0 b _ J _ I _ I _ I ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ 1 ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I _ I _ 1 _ _ I , y 1 C l - 3 
1.09 U0 1.11 1.12 
time 
Fig. 39 Full-Circuit Simulation shows Firmware Shutdown 
Noticed the switch is tumed OFF’ the output current is being removed as "ss" soes H I G H . 
The tum-OFF delay is same as "gen". 
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5.5 Full-Circuit Simulation (Cont'd) 
Cold-Open-Fault and Hot-Open-Fault 
x10 0 





^ t ^ r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I . I , , , I I 瞧 ， , � , , , , , , ,, ‘ • 
xia0 










- 1 t ^ r r I I I I , , , y i c > - 6 
0.00 4 M 80.0 120. 160. 
time 
Fig. 40 Full-Circuit Simulation shows Cold-Open-Fault and Hot-Open-Fault 
With the output pin left open, C O F and H O F can both be simulated. Blanking duration is 
‘ simulated as 7.7uS and 6.4uS for H O F and C O F respectively. There are gUtches at switching 
edges of "gen", those can be easily filtered away with output capacitor at pin "hof' and pin 
"cof'. 
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6. Layout 
;#_iif_. 
： :^..::.:::::^ -^ "^"^ >>_a,—^ ”‘、.rTS.;^ 、x::;::r—ya^  
M 
-4^ """""^ f^f^S'., 
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. 醒羼 _爾、 
" ^ ¾ ! ^ ^ m -
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Fig. 41 Layout plot 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive C i rcu i t Description 
7. Characterization 
Various measured waveforms with the layout of Fig. 36 are shown as follows. 
Fall Time: 
Tek Run: 50.0MS/s Sample 
[斗-——.——:-——.—-..-H 丨 
；“Bi ； ； : C3 Fall 
^ - - - ^ — W ^ • 卞 1 .912us 
^^^^…•:•…:....T.•…；••••；••••：••••；••••： 
： \ : C3 Rise 
X - ~ s 
： ： ^ " ^ v ^ : No valid 
： ："•""^"^*^<^"^"^^_J:___^_^__;__;_ edge 
r—m L L—L--l..l....[-l-—L4.i"^ A**^ .』.“.-*"."^ .‘+-^ .4.^ ^^ ;‘.4.A‘^ ^^ ^^ S^ ^^ i^^ ^^ y^^ 1^ *^y^ ^^ 「rr.iT_r.TTTTj*:*!^ **T*"^ "^  
BE t . . ： . * “.丨.• . ： . " i ' . . . . . . . I ^ ^ - ^ ^ - - . j ^ . ^ . ^ . -
: T • . • .- • ' : 
* … … . — ^ ^ , … . ' V I . M _ . _ • , _ • — 一 . • • • 'f • • . . , . . .im . . 
： • • t •  ： 4： 
, • • ‘ 十 • • . . 2^7-"^： • • • • ： • • • • ： • • ‘ • ： i : . • ： • • • • ： • , • •： ： . . • • • .f • • . . . . • • • t- • • . . . . • • . t • • . . • • • • • t • • • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ “ 
. • • • • 't- • • • . ., 
. • • • • 十 •  . . 
: Ch^ 5.00 v ' ^  M 1 . OO.MS Ch2 'y . . . ； 2.7 v ' 24 1 un 199S 
_ 5.00 V ^ ^^iun l99& 
“ ^ 20 :37 :59 
Fig. 43 Fall Time ofOutput Voltage 
Refer to the above measurement result. 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = 7 Ohm; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div; 
channel-3 is voltage of "out", 5V/Div;‘ 
Tune-base is luS/Div 
Remarks : Fall time = 1.9 uS 
High-to-Low delay w.r.t "gen" rising edge = 1.2uS 
� 
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Rise Time: 
Tek Run: 25.0MS/s Sample 
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rMWJLAWWT^     
: ： ： ：^ • : ： 4^  
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Fig. 44 Rise Time of Output Voltage 
Refer to the above measurement result, 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; RL = 7 Ohm; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div; 
channel-3 is voltage of "out", 5V/Div; 
‘ Time-base is 2uSADiv 
Remarks : Rise time = 3.6 uS; ‘ 
Low-to-High delay w.r.t "gen" faUing edge = lOuS 
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ON-Resistance: 
Tek Run: 2 .50MS/s Sample 
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Fig. 45 ON-Resistance 
Refer to the above measurement result, 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; RL = 7 Ohm; 
channel-1 is output current, 500nLVDiv; 
channel-3 is voltage of "out", 200mV/Div 
4 
Remarks ： ON-Resistance = 0.62/1.75 (Ohm) = 0.35 
(Ohm); ‘ 
From simulation, ON-Resistance is 0.14 Ohm, the 
discrepancy comes from bond wire and package 
lead resistance. 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive C i rcu i t Description 
Cold-Open-Fault: 
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Fig. 46 Cold-Open-Fault , 
Refer to the above measurement result. 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = open; 
channel-1 is voltage of "cof', 5V/Div; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div 
Remarks ： Low-to-High delay of "cof' w.r.t “gen，’ falling edge = 3.1uS 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive Characterization 
Hot-Open-Fault: 
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Fig. 47 Hot-Open-Fault 
0 
Refer to the above measurement result, 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = open; 
channel-1 is voltage of "hof', 5V/Div; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div 
Remarks ： Low-to-High delay of "hof' w.r.t "gen" rising edge = 3.1uS 
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Short-Circuit-Fault: 
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‘ Fig. 48 Short-Circuit-Fault . 
Refer to the above measurement result. 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = 0; 
“ i shu t ”= ” iART’=”ss”=LOW; 
channel-1 is voltage of "ilim", 5V/Div; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div 
Remarks : Low-to-High delay of "hof' w.r.t “gen” rising edge = U u S 
which is originated from the power switch turn-ON delay. 
� 
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Short'Circuit-Fault with Auto-Retry: 
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• Fig. 49 Short-Circuit-Fault with Auto-Retry • 
Refer to the above measurement result, 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = 0; 
“ishut”=”iART’=HIGH; "ss"=LOW 
channel-1 is voltage of "ilim", 5VyTDiv; 
channel-2 is voltage of ‘‘gen’’’ 5V/Div 
Remarks : Noticed “mm’，goes L O W as Auto-Retry activates and goes 
. H I G H when short-circuit is detected; 
Auto-Retry period is 63uS, whereas the simulation result is 
58uS. 
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Analog Current Limit: 
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• Fig. 50 Analog Current Limit . 
Refer to the above measurement result. 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = 0; 
"ishut"="iART'="ss"=LOW; 
channel-1 is output current, lA/Div; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div; 
channel-3 is voltage of"ilim", 5V/Div; 
Remarks ： Analog current limit is 2 A which is different from the simu-
ladon result of 7A, because the S E N F E T in silicon can not 
keep the ratio of output current as it does in simulation. 
> 
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Current Limit Shut Down: 
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Fig. 51 Current limit shut down . 
Refer to the above measurement result, 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = 0; 
"ishut' = HIGH; ”iARr’=“ss”=LOW; 
channel-1 is output current, lA;TDiv; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div; 
channel-3 is voltage of "ilim", 5V/Div; 
Remarks :Noticedthepowerswitchturn-ONdelaycomestofigureof'ilim" 
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A Smart Low Side Driver for Automotive C i rcu i t Description 
Abrupt Short-Circuit condition: 
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Fig. 52 Abrupt Short-Circuit Condition 
Refer to Lhe above measurement result. 
Measurement Conditions : V D D = 5V; V12 = 12V; R L = 0 at lOuS; 
"ishut"= HIGH; ”iART”=“ss”=LOW; 
channel-1 is output current, 5A/Div; 
channel-2 is voltage of "gen", 5V/Div; 
• channel-3 is voltage of "ilim", 5V/Div; 
Remarks ： Output current is regulated at 2 A which is the analog current 
limit after the short condition happens for 25uS. 
The output current oscillates because of extemal parasitic 
loading inductance. That causes the oscillation of "ilim". 
� 
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8. Conclusion 
An 0.3-0hm Smart Low-Side Driver for automotive or industrial applications was designed, 
laid out and fabricated, it implements various fault protection and reporting functions. These 
functions include: Analog Current Limit; Short-Circuit Detection.，Current Limit Shutdown 
with Automatic-Retry-, Over Voltage Protection-, Hot-Open-Load Detection and Cold-Open-
Load Detection. With all these functions, the power switch can withstand the most harsh 
automotive and industrial environment. 
The characterization result correlates with design and simulation except analog current Umit 
which is deviated from the design value because the layout of senseFET can not keep the 
design ratio of effective channel width w.r.t the powerFET. 
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